Lancashire Mountaineering Club
Autumn 2021
Well, we have all had a breath of fresh air and a taste of freedom. How long this will last in
view of the rising number of cases remains to be seen, so we had better make the best of it.
Meets are now taking place and it will soon be time to be putting next year’s meet card
together so time to think about which meet you will coordinate.
You may have noticed that the newsletters are presented in a printable form for your
convenience as it is much pleasanter to read a paper copy than a screen. However I know
that most of you will speed scan through it on your phone. I do have to print and post a copy
for one member who does not “do tech”, after all he does pay his subs; in fact I anticipate a
letter of complaint soon. If any of you have any strong feelings about club matters please feel
free to have your say with a letter to the editor. editor@lancsmc.org
Some of you will be aware that there is a new climber’s guidebook for the Moelwyns area,
which is very accessible from CY. Anyone wanting a copy should contact Richard Toon as he
can get a discount for you.
Coming shortly on 4th December is the annual Club Dinner at the Shap Wells Hotel. As we
missed last year’s why not splash the cash and spoil yourself for a night. It is always a great
“do”. Details on booking arrangements, prices etc. will be sent out separately by email soon.
Save the date.
At the risk of becoming boring could I please repeat my plea to those who have not opted in
to the address list to do so as soon as possible. It is so important to be able to contact each
other
and
so
difficult
if
we
don’t
have
one
another’s
details.
membershipsecretary@lancsmc.org

''Autumn'' Emily Dickinson
The morns are meeker than they were,
The nuts are getting brown;
The berry's cheek is plumper,
The rose is out of town.
The maple wears a gayer scarf,
The field a scarlet gown.
Lest I should be old-fashioned,
I'll put a trinket on.

A Bank Holiday in Langdale.

Ian Philips.
Possibly the first LMC organised meet post lockdown?
Who knows but perhaps the prospect of spending time
in one of the most popular Lakeland valleys and one of
the most popular mountain routes didn’t appeal but
the advertised intention was to follow ways up and
down that avoided the crowds.
Thinking that it might be easier to avoid the early
morning start by camping/ bivvying above Blea Tarn
was a good choice, a short 30 minute walk from the
Loft, Mark Braithwaite and I found a dried out
sphagnum bed to stay the flat calm night. Early
morning Sunday and all the fells in the valley had that
blue grey first light feel but once the sun was some way
above Lingmore the Crinkle Crags and Bowfell were
looking very good and we were beginning to doubt

what the Met Office was promising, especially as
there was no wind. We should have had more
faith for by the time we had arrived at the Old
Dungeon Gill Crinkle Crags and every top in the
valley was covered in dark grey cloud, and then
the rain started. Shortly after Nick Thompson
from Kendal arrived and the party was
complete. When the cloud did lift we could
Crinkle Crags were covered in snow. Some May
Day Bank Holiday.
From the bottom of Oxendale Crinkle Gill looks like a near vertical tear on the fell below Mickle Door
and the effects of perspective make it look a difficult way up. In the height of summer this is a delightful
cool, shaded way up a mountain, the water levels in the Gill were low but the recent rains had made the
rocks a little more greasy and the going a little more hesitant. In places the Gill is very narrow and as
the Cicerone guide helpfully points out: 'The first part of the gill lies in a narrow ravine, with one little
pool which could pose a problem in high water'. It wasn’t high water but did require some delicate hand
and footwork to cross; having successfully negotiated the harder moves the author then succeeded in
completing a Laurel & Hardy like slip backwards into the pool. I think the technical term is fullimmersion, it all happened so quickly that I’m not even sure if I managed to get off a single expletive. A
not so quick change of some clothes and a wringing out of others and we were off again. Higher up the
mountain the Gill opens out into a wide corridor enclosed by high walls and eventually chaos of large
blocks of stone. Again the Cicerone guide on the final section: ' The way culminates in a complex
amphitheatre with a choice of four streams, the main stream being the one on the left. Make a damp
scramble up the left hand cascade to join a path where it traverses above the stream, or avoid it by using
the path which then finishes up a rock rib to the open moor'. This confirms that many times scrambling
guides are at best vague. Fortunately we weren’t following the Guide and tracked down the ‘popular
route’ out of the Gill emerging onto open Fell directly below Mickle Door. From here a steep pull up to
Great Cove and then onto the ‘tourist’ route just to the SW of Gladstone Knott.

Across Crinkle Crags and over to Bowfell was relatively straightforward but always a delightful up and down
and up and etc, so much so that Wainwright maps the route N-S and S-N identifying each individual ‘Crinkle’.
It was some point along here, discussing particular navigational challenges on the ridge in cloud that we
came across one of those groups of clueless young men having a good time: ‘Is that Sca Fell?’ he said pointing
at Bowfell. And the conversation took a number of curious twists:







The path over the Crinkle Crags doesn’t go the way you want it to go, you have to turn sharp right
here.
The next mountain is Bowfell.
Scafell Pike is higher than Sca Fell.
It’s probably a 3-4 hour walk to Scafell Pike and then you have to come back.
The car was parked over there: pointing to a wide arc of 180 degrees.
And a finally: we don’t need a map because we don’t know how to use one.

Fortunately or unfortunately Mark had left us by this point so we didn’t get an official MRT opinion on their
outing but I guess the guys wouldn’t have a clue that there was such a thing as Mountain Rescue. And so
they went on their way, the wrong way, walking down into Eskdale despite having explained which way was
the right way.
Bowfell came and went and the next piece of quiet walking was by the Great Slab of Flat Crags which dip at
a steep angle down towards Bowfell Buttress. From above it’s one of those routes that looks as though it is
not for walkers – or anyone come to that. The bottom of the route is impossible to see and again insider
knowledge is key here. There are two options: either walk close to the slabs over leg breaking blocks which
Wainwright describes as a river of boulders, the preferable option cuts across the blocks to the left hand side
and follow a rough path down by the side of Cambridge Crag. This choice is more obvious when going up
Bowfell. The start of the climber’s route leads onto a narrow airy track that follows a good line under the
crags with views across Mickleden to the Langdales. Again an entire mountain side almost to ourselves: just
The path eventually brings you out above the Band and for a Bank Holiday, a relatively small number of
people walking the route but it’s a long hard tedious slog. The more comfortable way and for once a dry
route, was to cross the Band and then a straight line down into Buscoe Sike towards Hell Gill, a gentle gradual
descent and being out of the strong NW wind it was good to be in the warm sun. This track peels off the
Band just below Three Tarns, it’s an obvious line, it’s on the map so why on earth people prefer to stick to
the
Band,
we
just
couldn’t
figure
it
out.
So it was a quiet Bank Holiday, not just on the ways up and down but along the main paths across the tops.
Perhaps this is down to camp sites not able to open up yet and still a general reluctance to avoid crowds.
From the night out above Blea Tarn we could see a number of camper vans dotted around car parks and laybys. Down in the Langdale both National Trust car parks were busy but not full and the drive back through
Ambleside was trouble free. Maybe now that the pubs are open people’s priorities have changed? Who
knows but it was a good day out which got warmer and drier as the day went on – can highly recommend
Montane technical pants – dried out by the time we got onto Crinkle Crags!
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What has happened to Epics?

-- Steve Smith

This article is the result of Bernard Smith trolling my Facebook account. I often put
pictures of some of my outings there so that friends I have in other countries can see
some of the delights of the British Mountains. Every time I do I get a note from Bernard
to the effect why don’t I write an article. So blame these geriatric ramblings on him.
What I don’t hear about these days is people having epics. The cause can be
speculated on – better gear, better guide books, better grasp on reality, etc.
Whatever, those epics provided the spice of our lives rather like a couple of spoons
of curry powder livening up an otherwise unremarkable stew. In truth, no one
remembers what happened on those days when we had a warm sun on our faces and
a fair wind at our backs, but we all recall going over Winter Hill in driving sleet, up to
our knees in mud.
An example of the better gear explanation comes to mind when I set out with another
still respected club member to do Central Gully on Great End. Nowadays a reasonably
simple snow plod with modern axes. However these were the time of ice axes the
length of walking sticks and step cutting being the order of the day. The usual grip of
the axe was around the middle, so while cutting steps with it the axe spike swished
about my midriff I was always wary of accidentally committing Hari-Kari. Another de
rigueur piece of equipment were the Dachstein mitts. Mitts made of about 3mm thick
oiled wool with which it was impossible operate carabiners etc. During a planning
session in the pub earlier in the week one of us mentioned seeing an advert in the
Climber and Rambler for fingerless mitts that contained a photo of some climber
reaching summit of a Himalayan Peak ice axe held in the said mitts. Well if they were
good enough for the Himalayas they were good enough for Great End!
With that we set off that weekend with fingers cut off the woolen gloves no doubt given
to us for Christmas by some well-meaning Aunt, Aunts did that in those days. They
also knitted Christmas sweaters made of out of some material that caused scratching
under the armpits even though you had a shirt and tee shirt on underneath. Worse,
they could never be put on without almost detaching you ears from your skull. You
had to wear the wretched things to avoid upsetting the said aunt. I was once setting
off for Glencoe when my mother came dashing out with said sweater shouting don’t
forget your warm sweater. It took me a few years to live that one down.
Our rational was that if the blood was warm along some of the finger it would keep
warm round the rest of the tip. N.B. Kids don’t try this one this winter! It was round
about the short ice pitch half way up the gully we realised the error of our theory,
unfortunately fired by the certainty of youth we had not brought along any proper mitts.
With painful numb fingers we made it to the top but it was on the way down my pal

asked “could I feel my fingers”. On digging my nails into my fingers I found I couldn’t
either and it was couple of days before I got the full feeling back. My pal was not in
the pub the following week to discuss lessons learned. When we finally met up, he
told me his fingers had become swollen to twice their width. So naturally he went to
the Doctors and told him he suspected frostbite. The Doctor thinking this was a novel
request for a sick note, jocularly asked, ‘Ho ho lad! Where have you been Everest?’
Unabashed my pal stuck his hand out, to which the Doctor agreed he had frostbite,
observing that you don’t see much of it in Atherton but there was nothing he could do
about it, just don’t let them get too hot or cold and if they started to produce matter
comeback because he would need skin grafts.
So there you have it, the classic epic brought on by lack of experience, poor gear and
lack of reality has to how the body functioned, one from which we learned and half a
century later I still remember. I have omitted my pal’s name, as Steve is now a
venerable member of the club I’m sure he would wish not be associated with such an
outing – oops!

Oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

The Vaynol Arms
The Vaynol Arms is probably the best
known pub in Nant Peris. It has been a
great favourite with climbers for many
years. It is now managed by Craig
Yardley, one of our members. Pop in
and see him sometime.

Preston Wall ---

Richard Toon

Preston Wall is open for business! On the first day, we
managed to get 11 LMC members there. There were only
another four or five people there all afternoon!
The main wall has been fully refurbished. It’s fantastic! All
fresh routes and new holds, and the new owners, who
own another five or so climbing walls, have their own
team of route builders, so the routes are extremely well
set. Interesting and challenging. As I write this, the two
huge bouldering rooms are being finished off. It will
certainly be the best wall in our area. Much better than
Warrington, which is getting “tired” and much better than
Boulder UK, which has no lead walls. Membership also
covers the super wall in Kendal, which is part of the group.
There is also another wall under construction on an
industrial site in Lancaster.
We are going to visit EVERY MONDAY AFTERNOON! The
geriatrics and those with an afternoon off from work will
be joined later by the LMC “youth team” after school (or
nursery!). Do come along! Let’s see if we can get climbing
going again in the LMC!! At the moment, we have few active climbers in the Club. Ex-climbers have
exchanged their rockshoes for walking boots, carpet slippers or even cycling shoes!

Expedition from the past remembered. -- Andy Lowe
Twenty years ago this month I spent some time in Mongolia. I went there as a volunteer trek leader
groups consisted of young people aged 17 – 25 from a variety of backgrounds and places throughout
the world. Many were from UK but there were others from Australia, China, Thailand, USA and of
course Mongolia itself. The expeditions were all different and lasted between 14 and 16 days. We
were taken from the main base camp at Terelj on the outskirts of Ulan Bator to our drop off point
(about 2 days drive by MTVs) in the Gobi.
On this occasion it was our last expedition of the trip and our group consisted of myself as leader,
George (Georgianna) a Portugese girl who was deputy leader and 12 young people. The trek was
12 days from our drop off point and culminated in an ascent of Mount Sevrei on the Chinese border.
There was no map available but I had been given a sketch map of the area drawn on the back of an
envelope by a walk leader who had done this ascent the previous year. The following are extracts
from my personal diary which I was keeping at the time.
Saturday 8th September
Lie in this morning up to
8.00 a.m. I did the sat.
rep. myself to save bother
and reported what we
were doing to Base camp.
. The weather was warm
and sunny. We walked up
to the position of well 42B
and on towards Mt.
Sevrei. We camped at a
good site up a valley and
near a Gir village. It was a
nice sheltered place. We
rested and relaxed all
afternoon while George
and I sat writing venturer
reports. The scenery was
spectacular and from our
position we could see rocky plains leading to sand-dunes and then mountains in the distance. Later
we had dinner and prepared for the ascent of Mt. Sevrei. At radio check FB told us that one leader
had to stay with Deggie as she wasn’t well and could not be left on her own. George and I were very
disappointed as we had to choose. Later, however, we met the local women from the Gir village
who said Deggie would be welcome stay with them. As a Mongolian national she was happy to do
so. But do we tell FB?

Sunday 9th September
We were away early leaving Deggie behind to make ‘horseshoes’ with the locals. The weather is
cloudy but warm and quite windy. It was a long walk in and through the foothills. I followed Neil’s
sketch map and directions. We gradually gained height passing landmarks that were marked on the
map including an old railway carriage. Remarkable, as we were hundreds of miles from the nearest
railway. The mountain looked formidable as we approached and we had a very strenuous ascent
up the central gulley right to the summit. Everyone was pleased with their effort and we stayed at
the top for about half an hour. We then came back down another gulley parallel to the one we went
up and hiked it back to well 42B. We arrived back a very tired and triumphant group and were
rewarded with ‘horseshoes’ from Deggie and the women from the Gir. Later on our transport arrivedit was Jaws and Morgan. Later we had a review and all was positive. The drivers want to get back
to Terelj as soon as possible tomorrow. It was the end of the trek. Later that evening there was a
loud scream from Caroline. She had found a scorpion in her bivvy bag which took some time to find
and get rid of. Oh dear!

Monday 10th September
Everyone was up early in the dark. I expect everyone wanted to get back. We set off at first light
and the vehicles struggled to get through the sand dunes. We by-passed Bulgan and drove quickly
North. A long boring ride but we met up with Alpha 7 group on the way. Sometime later we stopped
to camp and we set up our bivvys around the vehicles. It looked dark and cloudy but it soon cleared
and we were rewarded with a beautiful starry night. The venturers are very excitable about getting
back.

Tuesday 11th September
It was a beautiful morning and we were up at sunrise packing up and ready to continue our journey
to Terelj. We finally arrived at field base camp at 15.00. We were the first group back at field base.
We set up our camp, had a meal and then had a review with Richard, the expedition deputy director
who was pleased that all went well. It was good to be back at Terelj. The other groups should arrive
back tomorrow but until then we could relax.

Wednesday 12th September
We all had a lie in so we were up later this morning. The other groups arrived in to great applause.
Later there was a message from the expedition director. He wants to see all the leaders at a meeting
this morning as he has some very disturbing news.
Postscript
It was a difficult time and the next few days were a little uncertain but of course everything turned
out all fine and we all returned to the UK safely. Whenever I am with a group talking about 9/11 and
where they were at the time I have to admit I had no idea of my exact position. Just somewhere in
the Gobi. Where were you?
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a

last

Wainwright.
by

Jim

Lawson

It’s usually a given that when someone is about to finish a round of Munros, Corbetts or Wainwrights
etc. they pick a relatively easy one so that even the old and feeble can attend the celebrations. Well
the old and feeble branch of the Wednesday Wanderers did attend but Ian Lowry had unfortunately
not heard of the above rule! Thirteen of us met at the large lay by on the northbound side of the
A591 just beyond Grasmere on what turned out to be one of the hottest days of the year. A number
of these grizzled veterans had decided to wear shorts (a sight guaranteed to put fear into the heart
of the Taliban), but I took the sensible option of trousers - how sensible will become apparent!
Ian’s last top was to be Seat Sandal 2415 feet (or to placate Jim C 736m). He took the walk from
Bill Birkett’s book The Lakeland Fells Almamac and we were also to include Fairfield, Great Rigg
and Stone Arthur. We soon found out that of Seat Sandals 2415 feet (736m) 2400 feet were through
waist high bracken, brambles and nettles set at an angle of approximately 60 degrees.
In true LMC tradition
Ian confirmed to us that
the non path was in
fact the path - it wasn’t
!!! The WW leaderette,
Mary, informed us that
she was going to take it
slowly. However there
was no chance of her
losing the rest of us
due to the whimpering,
whining and cursing as
naked flesh
succumbed to the
health giving effects of
nettles and brambles (
eminent nettle-ologist, Dr. B. Smith informed us that nettles helped in the treatment of arthritis!!)
After hot
conditions we
eventually broke
out of the
bracken and
arrived on the
broad shoulder
of the hill where
we found, guess
what,a path. We
sat awhile
enjoying

excellent

views

west

to

the

Coniston

hills,

the

Langdales

and

the

Scafells.

At
this
point,
thankfully, a cool
breeze popped up
and after a couple
of false tops we
arrived
at
the
summit and Ian’s
final Wainwright.
Mary had baked a
delicious
cake
which Dave Sudell
had bravely offered
to carry - this
equated to a Nepali
porters
average
load! Dave offloaded this with
great relief and
instead of the usual Champers Ian produced a bottle of “Rusty Nail”, apparently 2/3s whisky and 1/3
drambuie - very nice but very strong. At this point 2 young ladies, not with our party, arrived. Ian
shouted out his usual chat up line ' fancy a whiskey luv?' something that has often got him into
trouble over the years! The girls opted for the sensible option and ran away.
Mary again informed us that after descending to Grizedale tarn she was going to return down the
valley path as the heat was getting to her ( as it was for all of us). The descent to the tarn was steep
and gravelly followed by a steep and gravelly ascent of Fairfield., another terrific viewpoint. From
then on it was a gentle tramp down over
Great Rigg and Stone Arthur. The
banter, attempted wit and general
rubbish that is a much loved feature of
these walks evaporated as we made the
final steep descent. The breeze had
disappeared and the temperature was in
the
stiflingly
high
80's.
It was a weary and thirsty group who
congregated in the Travellers Rest,
congratulating Ian and “thanking” him
for the walk!! Birkett gives the round as
2805 feet of ascent but our comrades with fancy apps
all had it as 3400 feet - a big day in the conditions for
a load of old gits. Was this the last day of summer in
2021????
Attendees:
Ian Lowry, Bernard and Josie Smith, John Fyles,
Mary Ledwick, Annette, Steve and Jean Hall
Jim Cunningham, Dave Sudell, Barbara Hassel, Bob
Thomason, Jim Lawson.

199 years to Kentra. ---

Dave MacGregor

Here we are, Gromit, the Captain and myself at Airt na Murechan, the Headland of the Great Seas by an old
salmon station: no winter high of blue skies and sunshine this time; just a uniform dismal ‘scape of greyness,
a dispiriting blanket of wet: the plan, Gromit’s plan to follow that dark line on the map weaving across the
rough empty landscape, which once connected the remote clachans of the north coast with the big township
of Archaracle to the east and by the shores of Loch Sheil. We had scorned any guide, allowing room for
imagination; the joys of mystery and to discover for ourselves what lay out there!

From Kilmory the single-track road dipped, climbed and
weaved eastwards over the treeless landscape; the grey sea
always to our left. The going was easy; the fresh air on our
faces invigorating, but the road and the easy riding ended at
Ockle’s last croft house, where a woman suddenly appeared
to direct us through a gate and right onto the old rutted drove
road. Mostly it was rideable, but the views as we climbed
higher sometimes stopped us in our tracks. Far below great,
jagged reefs streamed with foam as Atlantic rollers thundered
in,

exhausting themselves then retreating with
murmur before rising in steep waves to
again and again on this remote shore.
Across the wild sea to the north, the driven
clouds met the peaks of Lochaber, rising
flowing between them like river waters
leaving the summits bare exposed molars –
spectacular and unusual display.

a dull
break

and
a

The track led on and towards a remote house screened by
trees at the mouth of a narrow glen, but our route lay east,
the track now reduced to a deep and narrow rutted
meander part hidden in the deep heather: it was back to
Shanks Pony, but with difficulty; once this had been a
substantial track, a drystone wall banking its downside;
now trees, bushes and heather had encroached and in
parts the banking had given way – it was hard going for us
auld ‘uns.

The track turned away from the coast following what appeared to be a geological fault line, ascending with
cloud wafting in, cutting us off from the views behind. The years began to tell or was it just lack of fitness? A
summit arrived then another till we stopped guessing, took a break, flopping onto our backs in the heather.
A choccy bar, a swig of water revitalised and we were off again, heads down until another rise called for a
halt and a look behind. The Isle of Muck, dark of soil and low in the water was nearest; Eigg just a hint of
shadow and behind the great bulk of Rum hidden by low cloud and smirr. Ahead once more the gradient
eventually eased and we were finally at the boggy top of the bealach; could see down to the other side,
greener and more fertile with stands of conifers and beyond that our goal Kentra.

The track now ran along the edge of a deep,
curiously flat bottomed corrie probably
sculpted by the tongue of a receding
glacier: wide enough now to ride on, we
swooped joyfully downwards, rattling over
loose stones till wrists and legs ached - auld
fellas wi auld bikes – nae hydraulic
suspensions here!

A vehicle track appeared and gratefully led onwards into a stand of mature Scots Pines with massive redscabbed tree trunks supporting a high canopy reducing the light; us riding over needle carpets, quietly - in
another shadowy world.

Gromit spotted a track to the left and off
detoured down to Camas an Lighe; there
signs warning of ordnance buried under
sand that might go bang, but
nevertheless, wandered in delight over
flat, pristine white strand and wondered
metamorphosed volcanic rock along the
metallic grey, twisted and knarled into
fantastic sculptured forms. A heron took
protesting: it was time to get on - time for
brew!

we
were
the
the
at the
edge,
off,
a

Onwards the broad track rove between and under the trees skirting the edge of Kentra Bay till suddenly there
was an estuary and across the mud flats, a blodge of white; the van! I tried the ford, discovered the river was
just that bit too deep and wiser, detoured back to the wooden bridge; the Loons watching, chuckling in delight.
One more bridge and we were there. Soon the kettle was on and we could sit back, stiff legs outstretched.
We were pleased with ourselves: that despite the dreich and dispiriting weather, we had quenched our
curiosity; followed that line on the map. Now wabbit and wiser we could sit back and make plans, the next
move - where next?

Bothy Will.

81.

First printed in the Rough Stuff Fellowship magazine.

And the 199 years? This was the sum of the three Loons combined ages, now sadly reduced to two: the
Captain has made his final voyage.
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Answers to Summer Crossword
Across: 1.CowParsley, 6.SidePike, 8.Beer, 9.Nits, 10.Brathay, 12.Axe, 13.Pie, 14.Des, 15.Chamois,
16.Mere, 19.Tent, 21.Landmark, 23.Snowedunder.

Down: 1.Cairn, 2.Wrestle, 3.Arid, 4.Ebb, 5.Dewars, 7.Eyries, 11.Uphill, 12.Ashness 14.Dream, 17.Error,
18.Intu, 20.Too.

Crossword for LMC
1

by Sue Furness
2

3

4
5

6

7

9

8

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22

23

Across:

Down:

1. An outlier of Helvellyn (10)

1, A Welsh ankle biter (5)

6.,14 Down What you may find on Winter
Hill -especially on 5th September 2021(8,5)

2, Excessive imbiber (slang)(7)

8. You get over it, as you get older. The ---(4)
9. A child’s game (1-3)
10.,19 A rest, for someone above the
Valley of Desolation(6,4)

3. Could be in the hole (4)
4. Mountain --- tree (3)
5. Drink containers (6)
7. Kindling or remote rural areas ( 6)
11. Saint -----Start of the C2C (4).

12. A Postie from Wet Sleddale (3)

12. Edible green leaves for a stew (7)

13. Animal of the deer family-also known
as Wapiti (3)

14 See 6 Across (5)

14. Help ! Abbrev. (3)

18. Spurn Head for example(4)

15. Emphasis or tension (7)

20. Time after time (abbrev.)? Rubbish! (3)

16.Small flowerless plant (4)
19.See 10 (4)
21.End of the walk or site of the fair. (7)
23. Limestone potholes in the Dales (10)

17. A dairy substitute (5)

A DALES HIGH WAY 2021 --- MARY LEDWICK
At the beginning of June, fourteen months
later than originally planned, the Wednesday
Wanderers set off on our latest “long walk”
project, A Dales High Way. We last did this
walk in 2015, but we have gained quite a few
new regular walkers since then and those of us
who had completed the walk in 2015 thought it
was well worth repeating. The path was
conceived by Tony and Chris Grogan in 2007, as
a high-level alternative to the established Dales
Way. Their ‘A Dales High Way Route Guide’
and ‘A Dales High Way Companion’ are highly
recommended for anyone considering the

walk.
The route starts by the four lions near Saltaire station, but unfortunately our taxi dropped us at Shipley
station by mistake, so we had an extra walk to get to the start. This didn’t bode well for our venture, but
we depended on our own resources for transport for the rest of the walk which proved less problematic.
Averaging 10 people each day, we spent ten days on A Dales Highway, covering just over 100 miles with
around 17 000 feet of ascent. It has become customary to end our long walks with a meal and after the
only wet day of the walk, thirteen of us gathered at the Royal Oak Inn in Appleby for a meal and Richard’s
“review” of the walk.
Route
Saltaire to Small Banks via Ilkley Moor
Small Banks to Bog Lane via Draughton and Skipton Moors
Bog Lane to Langscar Gate via Sharp Haw, Winterburn Moor and Malham Cove
Langscar Gate to Feizor via Attermire Scar. Settle and Stainforth Force
Feizor to Chapel-le-Dale via Crummack Dale and Ingleborough
Chapel-le-Dale to Dent via Whernside
Sedbergh - Dent Circular via Dales High Way and Dales Way
Sedbergh to Bowderdale via The Calf
Newbiggin on Lune to Great Asby via Ravenstonedale Moor and Great Kinmond
Appleby - Great Asby Circular via A Pennine Journey and Dales High Way

Distance in
Miles
11.5
9
11
10
9.5
9.5
11
9.5
9
12

Ascent
in Feet
2000
1400
2500
1600
1850
1850
1300
2600
900
1100

Our provisional ‘long walk’ plan for 2022 is to start the 126 miles long Wainright’s Way on 6 th April in the
meantime we will be continuing our regular programme of Wednesday walks which are open to all LMC
members.

Ramblings from the President

--- Chris Walker

Golden days or “you never know what is around the corner”
In the early afternoon of 14th July 1865 Edward Whymper became the first person to stand on the summit of the
Matterhorn. A Golden moment which should have placed him in the history books. Sadly only a few hours later the
expedition became infamous as “the day the rope broke”
We can all recount such events where luck was on our side or sadly the other way round.
2020 started with plans by Club Members to complete some more of their “to do” lists – including a trekking
expedition to Nepal, completion of The Munros, revisits to crags and climbs from yesteryear.
Well Covid 19 blew all of those plans away and within a few weeks we were in serious lockdown, with the hills and
crags ominously silent for the next 15 months.
Fast forward to Summer 21. Who would have thought that the 2020 (21?) Olympic Games would have had rock
climbing in there. Speed climbing must win the title of “how to win a gold medal in the shortest time” (6.9 secs c.f. 9.
8s for the 100m). Perhaps a campaign to get Cricket back as an Olympic Sport is long overdue?
Summer 2021 also brought a hint of normality back to our lives and our huts are now open for business. As I write
this on a Bank Holiday weekend I dread to think what the Lakes and North Wales are like. I read there is a campaign
to have litter bins installed on major paths??? Queues of 45 minutes to get up the the last few feet to the summit
marker of Snowdon??
Now none of this “stop the hordes ruining our hills (perhaps they really mean my hills?) with ever widening
footpaths, etc.” is new. The campaigners in the North West have for over a century worked hard to open up access
to the moors and hills – the mass trespass over Winter Hill in 1896 was by many accounts larger than the later Kinder
Scout event. It is good that in September 2021 a recreation of the original walk is taking place. One of our
Wednesday Walks goes past the memorial to the 1896 event on Coal Pit Lane.
I do believe that the pressure on the Outdoors will only grow and we will have to find ways to reduce the impact.
What these measures will be I don’t know – but there again I don’t imagine the Wright Brothers could have
foreseen what their flimsy flying machine would evolve into in just a hundred years. When I started mountaineering
the idea of man-made footpaths was anathema to many of us but became a necessity as numbers on popular
walking routes like the “Three Peaks” overwhelmed the ability of the landscape to recover naturally.
What can we do to slow down this damage to our environment? Not rocket Science – just simple reminders – what
you take with you on a day out bring back and why follow a string of several dozen people up an oft trod route when
the next valley or peak will have relative peace!
So I wish you well for the season 21/22, stay safe - but do remember - “You never know what is around the corner”
Chris.

Munro Matters
As far as I can work out we have fifteen “Munroists” in the Club: Ian Aitcheson, Pat Buchanan,
John Burrows, Linda Carrington, Norman Carrington, Geoff Carter, Jim Cunningham, Jim
Entwistle, Jim Foster, Tim Hawkes, Jim Lawson, Geraldine Newlyn, Bernard Smith, Josie
Smith, Dave Sudell. We also have two members who have one Munro to do: Mark
Braithwaite and Helen Brunton. We look forward to the traditional summit celebrations
when dates have been decided. If I have missed anyone my apologies, please let me know.

From the archives.

A Cautionary Tale -- Bernard Smith
In recent years the club seems to have been stricken by a strange affliction; acute Munrosis.
Although not completely terminal, this complaint is almost incurable. Once bitten the disease
usually lasts the best part of a lifetime, but I have known people recover, or at least get it out
of their system within a few years.
One acquaintance of mine who could stand the pain no longer, took five months off work to
overcome the infection in one clean sweep. Rumour has it that the BMC has a sub-committee
working on a new vaccine, but so far with little success. The Scottish Mountaineering Club on
the other hand, like true canny Scots, have recognised a good thing. They now cater for the
afflicted with a series of new guides in glorious Technicolor, which actually extend the disease
into the realms of the Corbett! Once a mountaineer reaches this condition there is really little
hope for him/her and he may as well be abandoned to his fate. If there is anyone still reading
this who is unaware of this particular fetish a “Munro” is any mountain in Scotland of 3000’
or more. There are 277defined in the current tables, which are a revised version of those
published by Sir Hugh Munro in 1891.
There are a further 240 subsidiary summits known as “tops” but these are usually the domain
of addicts of the worst order, and as such best avoided by all normal persons. Having
struggled to the cairn on all 277 mountains one achieves the status of being “compleat”and
one’s name is entered on the roll kept by the SMC and published annually in their journal.
This event is usually celebrated by the afflicted, and as many kindred sufferers as he can
persuade to carry Champagne or malt whiskey up the final hill. The disease can then take one
of many directions. Some Munroists are completely cured and take up fishing or cycling.
Others suffer a major relapse to the early stages of the disease (or is it a searching for their
lost youth?) and begin all over again. As mentioned previously some just sink into the
depravity of Corbett bashing.
In an attempt to prevent the spread of this highly contagious disease “compleaters” are
requested to wear, not a leper’s bell, but a Munroist tie, available for a small fee of course,
from the SMC.
Occasionally mutations occur and the disease crops up in unusual forms. These are displayed
in many and various guises. Some poor souls suffer from an obsession to carry a mountain
bike to every summit, some to be accompanied by their favourite dog. Others feel the need
to do it for charity, or to set artificial parameters, such as running them all in one continuous
journey, or doing during the course of one winter season. One poor soul even dreamed of
seeing them all; a vain hope I fear in the prevailing Scottish weather. My ambition is to attend

a “compleating” party on every summit. Imagine 277 bottles of Champagne, 277 drams and
277 fruit cakes. What a way to see Scotland!
Maybe the infection is carried by the ubiquitous midge, and all who have travelled north of
the border are carriers of the virus in its dormant state. It is therefore just a matter of time
before it manifests itself.
Beware! For when it does it will cost you thousands of pounds for fuel in order to flog through
rain and snow up the M74 on Friday nights only to return late on Sunday with eyelids propped
open, but another one TICKED.
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‘Social’ curry meet at CY 11/12th Sept
Participants
John Cairns, Linda Palentine, Neil Thompson, Richard Toon, Tony
Linda and I travelled down Thursday morning to make a longer weekend. After lunch at the hut we walked past Llyn
Dinas turning right up the steps and then down Bychan and back along the fisherman’s path ending up with a welcome
beer in Beddgelert. Due to low cloud on Friday we went to South Stack on Anglesey. Along with Tony we did a lovely
walk along the coastal path with spectacular views. A happy evening was spent cooking curries for the Saturday
evening although we did have to sample them for Friday tea, Neil turned up to give us his opinion.
Richard and Tony went on an optimistic climbing venture on Saturday while Linda, Neil and myself went to have a go
at the Nantile ridge. After sitting in the car looking at the rain we baled and walked back through the forest to
Beddgelert instead, ice cream this time!
On Saturday afternoon Roger Greenhalgh and Tony set to work fixing the leak in the wet room and had to drive to
Bangor to get a few bits – joys of remote living! I tidied up outside after having sprayed the car parks on my previous
visit. Neil had to go to Beddgelert to get a signal to contact some customers and have a pint, followed by another that
Linda forced upon him when she spotted him in his ‘office’
On Saturday evening we sat down together and enjoyed nibbles and starters and then a choice of 3 curries and maybe
rather too much beer and wine for some! The fact that Richard told us he visited the smallest room 9 times during the
night had nothing to do with what he ate!
On Sunday Tony and Richard met up with a couple of Tony’s friends for yet another optimistic climbing attempt while
Linda and myself walked along Llyn Dinas up to Cwm Llyn and then back under the cloud level to Craflwyn Hall NT on
the other side of the river
It’s a shame more people weren’t able to attend the meet, as we all enjoyed sitting down together to enjoy some nice
food, wine and conversation
John Cairns 13th Sept 2021
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